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Abstract — Powder anisotropy patterns for the cis and trans isomers of
polyacetylene show that , the principal value associated with the axis
perpendicular to the molecular plane, is most affected by the isomeric
state (trans — 51 ppm (TMS), cis — 20 ppm, benzene — 1 ppm). Magic angle
spinning spectra of bromine doped polyacetylene clearly reveal bromination
of the double bond; no Knight shift is observed. In DGEBA epoxy polymers
MAS reveals that the phenyl rings of the DGEBA are locked into position
at low temperatures in such a way that the phenyl carbons have become
inequivalent, as shown by low temperature splittings of their lines.
These peaks from inequivalent carbons coalesce pairwise over a broad
temperature range to single lines. Our current interpretation is that
there is a broad distribution of activation energies for this process,
with a mean of 14.3 kcal/mol and a spread of 2.1 kcal/mol. Other more
fundamental explanations to this phenomenon are considered. Spectra and
derived data are also presented and discussed for (a) partially
oxidized poly—thio--tetramethylene, (b) polystyrene—divinylbenzene based
ion exchanged resins, (c) surface modified, leached, asbestos fibers,
(d) the natural polymers of oil shale, and (a) a model ordered epitaxial
system — benzene adsorbed in clay. In connection with the latter, an
equation which allows calculation of spectra for partially ordered
uniaxial systems is presented; it applies to axially symmetric tensors
for any angle between the director and the magnetic field.

INTRODUCTION
High resolution 13C NMR in solids allows the analytical wonders of NNR spectroscopy to be
gained for those materials which do not melt or dissolve. In this class of materials we
find: a) natural polymers such as oil shale, coal, and wood; b) the electroactive
polymer polyacetylene; c) fillers for polymers such as graphite fibers, asbestos fibers,
fiber glass, the latter two modified
by surface reactions; and d) structural polymers
such as the epoxy resins. But over and above analyses, we expect the ordering effect of the
solid state to manifest itself, first of all, in an increased number of lines due to the
locking in of molecular conformations which might be quite labile in a liquid analogue;
and NMR kinetic averaging effects might then become observable. Second, drawing or other
forming procedures might order the solid further, resulting in a preferred orientation of a
molecule, functional group, or polymer chain segment; kinetic effects appear here as well.
For structural polymers, one seeks to understand mechanisms of mechanical loss in terms of
molecular motions; the kinetic effects alluded to illumine our path here. In this paper
we provide examples of these effects as seen in our laboratory; reference to other work is
made as well, but a complete review is not intended. Our principal emphasis here is on the
structural, analytic, or kinetic result rather than on the method. Especially pointed out
are effects of structural heterogeneity of the specimen on the respective result.
The general field of high resolution NMR in
several articles which include 1-3C NNR of
text books of Haeberlen (6) and of Mehring
regarding '-3C experiments in solid polymers

solids has been reviewed recently (Ref. 1);
polymers are included there (Ref. 2,3,4,5). The
(7) are most useful. Theoretical ruminations
are given in Ref s. 8 and 9.
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EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

The three major elements (Ref. 10) of the 13C NMR solid state method are a) cross—
polarization (proton enhancement), b) proton decoupling, and c) magic angle spinning. By
is meant the transfer of magnetization from the abundant proton reservoir
to the dilute 13C spin system. If this is ne under Hartmann—Hahn conditions, the benefits
gained are two; the signal strength of th3 C spectrum is enhanced by a factor of four, and
the free induction decays (FID's) of the
C nuclei may be accumulated once every proton
T1 (this latter is a benefit because the proton T1 is generally substantially shorter than
tEat of the
Proton decopling is the process of ayraging away the dipolar
C) .
fields, due to the nuclear magnets of protons, that the
C nuclei normally experience.
In principle this could be done by magic angle spinning, but for rigid solids the
required rotor speeds of greater than 20 kHz has proven physically prohibitive (Ref. 11).
Perhaps the greatest contribution mad3in the original paper of Pines, Gibby, and Waugh
(Ref. l2 was to show that in pulsed C NNR one need decouple only during the lifetime
of the 1 C FID; it is this lowered duty cycle for decoupling which makes the solid state,
high—resolution, 13C NMR experiment technically convenient. Magic angle spinning is the
process by which chemical shift anisotropies are averaged away to finally yield the 13C high
resolution spectrum, and with it the potential for chemical analysis in solids. Once
proton decoupling had been achieved (Ref. 12) it was quite obvious from the early work of
drew (Ref. 13) that such spectra were available. It should be remembered, though, that
C chemical shift anisotropies are a rich source of structural information, and that
magic angle spinning is not de rigueur.

9gization

The results listed below were in general obtained under conditions of a) matching the
Hartmann—Hahn condition, b) a sufficiently long cross polarization time, TCP, to achieve
essentially uniform intensity across the spectrum, c) phase alternation to eliminate pulse
feed through and attendant baseline roll, d) single phase detection, e) magic angle
spinning speeds of 2—2.4 kHz, f) proton B1 of 10—12 gauss, and g) a proton frequency of
60 MHz. The repetition period (RP) was in all cases approximately T1.
The proton channel of our equipment is a Bruker SXP spectrometer. The 13C channel is
based on Heathkit amateur radio equipment.
En building the probe, the choice of high
voltage rf capacitors (especially variable ones) was critical. The magic angle spinner
involved the Lowe geometry (Ref. 14) (essentially a barrel rotating on an axle) with
boron nitride annular bearings and teflon tubing axles in a teflon yoke; the body was
machined of Kel—F, which contains no protons. This simple arrangement does not always
yield constant spinning speeds, but nevertheless allows setting and maintaining the magic
angle within a degree. Variable temperature was achieved by packing the probe head with
glass wool and varying the temperature of the N2 drive gas: range 150—350 K.
ELECTROACTIVE POLYMERS
The most prized electrical property of synthetic polymers is the dielectric strength.
The electrical property most recently commercialized is the p4zoelectricity of
polyvinylidene fluoride in the form of electro—acoustic transducers. There is great
hope that the conductivity induced in conjugated polymers by various dopants (donors,
Li, etc. — acceptors, Br2, AsF5, etc.) can be fruitfully applied; depending on the
level of doping the conductivity of polyacetylene can nge from insulator to
semiconductor to metallic (Ref. 15). We present here
C NMR results for the
"conductor" polyacetylene and for the "piezoelectric" oxidation products of poly—thio—
tetranethylene.

Polyacetylene film, as formed by the Ziegler—Natta polymerization process, consists of
a nat of ca. 40 nm diameter fibers, almost randomly interwoven, with a bulk density
of about one third that of the true density (Ref. 16). The molecule is a chain of
alternating single and double bonded CU units, a conjugated system. There are two
isomers as indicated in Fig. 1: cis, formed directly in low temperature (200K)
preparations, and trans, which is formed on thermal isonerization (especially above
420 K) of the cis isomer. Now the cis form may have all the double bonds parallel
to the chain (cis—tramsoid), all the double bonds at an angle to the chain (trans—
cisoid), or be a mixture of both, with the regions of the two cis forms separated by
mobile defects (solitons) (Ref. 17); the degree of nobility1f these defects is not
known. Magic angle spinning spectra have established mean C chemical shifts for the
cis (129 ppm) and trans (138 ppm) isomers (Ref. 10, 18, 19). Differences between the two
cis forms have not yet revealed themselves, perhaps because the boundary defect is mobile
on the NMR time scale at room temperature. Resolution of the magic angle spinning spectra
has been sufficiently good to allow quantitative analysis for cis—trans ratio; this
ratio does not agree well with results from infra—red spectroscopy on the same specimens
(Ref. 19).
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Fig. 1. Polyacetylene.
with proton decoupling and proton enhancement: (a) cis—polyacetylene, 6700 scans,
TCP = 800 is, RP = 55, T = 77K; (b) brominated trans—polyacetylene (CHBr
0.5
200 k—scans, TCP = 800 p5, RP = ls, T = 300K.
Figure la, the powder anisotropy pattern (no magic angle spinning) for a nearly pure
cis specimen, shows three singularities, at 6, S) and 63 each representing a principal
value of the chemical shift tensor and a principat axis oriented in the molecular axis
system (Ref. 20). By analogy with the benzeme molecule it is likely that: principal axis
No. 1 (i.e., associated with principal value 6l of Fig. 1) lies in the molecular plane,
roughly along the C—H bond; principal axis No. 2 lies in the molecular plane perpendicular
to axis No. 1; and principal axis No. 3 is perpendicular to the molecular plane (Ref. 21).
The value 6. appears most sensitive to chemical effects, changing from 20 ppm in the cis
isomer to 51 ppm in the trans (Ref. 10). An explanation in terms of the electronic wave
functions of the molecule is not yet available. Note that it is this fixed orientation of
the principal axis system with respect to a molecular coordinate system which could in
principle allow the determination of the molecular axis with respect to the fiber axis;
a specimen is required in which the polyacetylene film has been stretched to give a preferred orientation to the fibers, i.e., molecules. Preparation of such a specimen is
possible (Ref. 22). And such drawing effects have been seen for polyethylene (Ref. 23).
The effect of non—random orientation distributions on the spectrum is well worked out
for axial tensors (Ref. 24) as is commented upon below under EPITAXY. For asymmetric
tensors, non—random distributions of orientation remain to be treated.
Figure lb shows the powder anisotropy pattern for a specimen of trans polyacetylene
which has been heavily brominated. The peak on the right is ascribed to carbon in
brominated double bonds. The underlying broad peak represents the remaining olefinic
carbon atoms. Note that the singularities (i.e., sharp corners) of the pure material
as seen in Fig. la are no longer apparent. A magic angle spinning spectrum for this
brominated specimen is shown in Fig. 2b. Here the olefinic carbons are repesemted
by the peak at 6-135 ppm and those in the brominated "double bonds", mow sp , by the peak
at 50 ppm; integration shows that nearly 70% of the double bonds have been lost.

Figure 2a shows the magic angle spinning spectrum of a mostly trans specimen which is
somewhat oxidized. The peak at ca. 135 ppm represents trans polyacetylene, the
shoulder, cis. The peak at 12 ppm may represent aliphatic content due to crosslinking.
In the region 30—100 ppm there is a broad peak, the resolution of which is apparently
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C NNR spectra obtained with proton decoupling, proton
enhancement, and magic angle spinning: (a) mostly trans—polyacetylene, 24 k—scans,
TCP = 800 jis, RP = 0.4s,, T = 300K,
sample weight = 0.23 g; (b) brominated trans—
polyacetylene (CHBr05), 14 k—scans, TCP = 800 Tis, RP =

ls.

not improved by magic angle spinning and the origin of which may be attributed to
oxidation products; this region, which accounts for ca. 40% of the signal intensity, shows
up much more prominently in the spectrum without spinning (Ref. 10, 25). A spinning
spectrum (not shown) for the cis specimen of Fig. la shows no oxidation products or cross—
linking, i.e., there is a flat baseline away from the cis line.
In Figure 2a the trans and cis lines are not, resolved, whereas other investigators have
seen such resolution (Ref. 16, 17). In fact, bromination to CHBr0 03 of the sample

of Fig. la serves initially to resolve the trans and cis lines (Ref. 10); the resolution
retur to its original value on several hours standing in air (Ref. 10). We believe
that C linewidths in magic angle spinning spectra of polymers are often caused by
distributions of chemical shift due to non—regular packing of molecules (Ref. 3). The
"crystal structure" of polyacetylene is ill—defined; nonetheless, best estimates of
this structure allow no room for such large dopants as Br2 (Ref. 26, 27). We speculate
that the Br2 dopant at first gives rise to some dynamic averaging of local environments,
due to a "ball—bearing effect", before it is fixed in place due to reaction.
The picture of polyacetylene that emerges from such studies, in agreement with others
(Ref. 17) is that despite its molecular simplicity its solid state is quite complicated.
Given all the isomers, crosslinks, oxidation products, Br2 dopants, etc., how do these
distribute themselves in space? Is the system homogeneous in any sense? Actually, the
line—narrowing due to light bromination, alluded to above, suggests the Br2 dopant pervades
the whole structure and not just the skin of the fibril.

Another insoluble polymer is that formed by oxidizing poly—thio—tetramethylene with
H202 in solution. The product ihat precipitates is a mixture of unreacted polymer, a
sulf one oxidation product, and a sulf oxide oxidation product, as shown with Fig. 3.
The intention was that these highly polar groups might lead to a useful piezoelectric
material, which has, however, proved not to be the case (Ref. 28). It is not known
how these groups are distributed along the chain. Elemental analysis alone cannot decide
the sulfone/sulfoxide ratio. Here solid state '-3C NNR can help, as the spectrum of Fig. 3
shows. The rather broad line at 32 ppm includes all carbon atoms in the starting material
(as shown by the magic angle spinning spectrum of solid poly—thio—tetramethylene) as well
as any in methylene groups not c to sulf one or sulf oxide. The line at 52 ppm includes
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carbon atoms in methylene groups a with res ect to both sulfone and sulfoxide groups
(Ref. 29). Because of these degeneracies lc spectra alone cannot reveal the sulfone/
sulfoxide ratio either. However, in combination with elemental analysis there is sufficient
information for such a determination. One assumes here that the spectral intensity yields a
quantitative measure of the number of carbons in each of the two degenerate lines. Such
will only be the case if cross—polarization rates and rotating frame relaxation rates
are uniform throughout the sample (or if the T 's are long enough so that "equilibrium'(T)
cross polarization can be sought for all lines3 The status of these rates must be
determined by actual measurement, which has not been done for poly—thio—tetramethylene
etc. The next section on OIL SHALE takes up this problem.

NATURAL POLYMERS - OIL SHALE
Natural polymers include plant and animal matter in vivo, and derivatives of bio—
mass such as cereal, wood, coal, petroleum and oil shale. By now solid state 13C NMR
has been applied to many of these systems (Ref. 33). We have examined a specimen of
oil shale to determine the aromatic—aliphatic ratio (Ref. 30). In this system the resolution
obtained by magic angle spinning is such that there is a rather broad peak clearly in the
aromatic region and another rather broad peak in the aliphatic region. If one takes the
spectra as quantitative, this is sufficient to yield the number the petroleum chemists
desire — the aromatic—aliphatic ratio, or more simply, the aromatic fraction of carbon
atoms.
Now oil shale is a very heterogeneous material, as are most minerals, and there are rigid
protocols for sampling in geochemical analysis in order to average such heterogeneity.
We chose a monolithic specimen which was ground to the shape of our sample rotor (which
of course violates such protocols of sampling). A measurement of T for the protons
showed a nonexponential decay which could be broken roughly into a m of two exponential
decays; this of course indicates some heterogeneity even in this small sample. Are
aromatic and aliphatic carbons represented equally in these proton fractions9 Our
extensive set of experiments (Ref. 30) answers affirmatively and validates lc NNR as a
quantitative analytical tool for this sample. The experiments consisted of varying the
cross—polarization time, and recording spectra under otherwise identical conditions at
the various TCP. First, the aliphatic intensity followed the proton T1 plot very well
(Ref. 30), showing that the aliphatic carbons were associated proportioately with the
Second, the aromatic carbon fraction, f was found to be
protons of differing T1
independent of TCP (Fig4); this indicates that the solid state l NIYIR experiment gave a
quantitative measure of the aromatic fraction despite the heterogeneity. This method has
signal strength with oil yield of various
been used to find a correlation of aliphatic
shales (Ref. 31). Nevertheless, this short discussion indicates some of the steps which
should be taken to validate 1-3C NMR of solids as a quantitative analytical tool in any
given instance.
FILLERS FOR POLYMER COMPOSITES
Composites between structural polymers and fillers often fail at the polymer—filler
interface due to weak bonding, perhaps induced by water. One seeks to surface modify
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Fig. 4. Oil shale: estimate of aromatic fraction f as a function of cross
polarization time TCP, as determined from 13C NMR sectra with proton decoupling,
proton enhancement, and magic angle spinning. Each point represents a spectrum
with 10 k—scams and BY
O.2s.
such fillers to promote adhesion by covalently bonding to the surface a small molecule
with a reactive pendant group. As an example we show in Fig. 5 the spectrum for a
leached asbestos — essentially silica gel — which has been reacted with methyl—vinyl—
dichlorosilane (Ref. 32) to leave methyl and vinyl groups in one to one ratio; the
spectrum of Fig. 5 confirms this very nicely, and we know1he reaction went as planned.
This was not so with a hoped for allyl derivative, where
C spectroscopy of solids
showed no unsaturation in the product (Ref. 33). Both of these specimens showed about
10% by weight carbon. Thus for this class of solids, which is certainly not soluble,
NMR holds promise.

A related applied problem is that in which chromatographic supports are modified by the
inding of polymers. Not every commercial chromatographic support has yielded to our
3c analytical efforts however. Despite 'appreciable carbon contents, T1 or proton T1
difficulties may have conspire3against us (Ref. 10). We had great success with chains
C spectra without spinning showed that phenyl rings
terminating in phenyl rings.
separated from the silica gel surface by only two or three atoms tended to rotate about
the binding point keeping the rings nearly parallel to the surface (Ref. 34). As the
chain became longer, more nearly isotropic motions of the phenyl ring became possible
(Ref. 34). Other long cin molecules bound to silica gel have recently been studied
by magic angle spinning C NNR (Ref. 35). One senses here a successful attack on the
classical polymer problem of the motions of a polymer molecule bound at one end.
Residual linewidths for 13C magic angle spinning experiments have not passed below 30 Hz
in such systems, indicating here as well as in bulk polymers that distributions of shifts
arise from "inhomogeneous" molecular packing.
ION EXCHANGE RESINS
Polystyrene—divinylbenzene ion exchange resins represent polymer systems which are also
of surface chemical interest. A spectrum for Dowex—l x 8, chloride form, is shown in
Fig. 6, with an assignment of the peaks. This is a medium pore resin containing about
40% water inside the beads. The divinylbenzene cross—linking agent is present at about
8%. Perhaps the most surprising feature is the sharpness of line of the N—methyl carbon
atoms. This is remarkable because carbon atoms c to nitrogen in rigid molecules show
rather broad doublets, which are expected when the nitrogen atom resides in a site of large
quadrupole coupling constant (Ref. 4, 36). Evidently the dipolar field of the nitrogen—l4
is well averaged, due to some combination of motions of the quarternary amino—group and
14N self—decoupling due to its own quadrupolar spin—lattice relaxation processes. The
—
N—methyl peak ranges over - 1.2 ppm as the counter ion is changed from OH , Cl , Br , to I .
We have not yet examined the motions of the phenyl rings by means of analysis of spectra

without spinning. Now this specimen consists of a rapidly diffusing phase (the water)
and of a non diffusing phase (the resin). Should the pendant phenyl groups show motion
in the wet state at room temperature, it would be interesting to see whether freezing
the water discontinuously changes the notional state of the phenyl rings.
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Fig. 6. Ion excnge resin based on polystyrene—divinylbenzene (DOWEX—l);
chloride form.
C NNR spectrum, proton enhanced, proton decoupled, spinning
at the magic angle; 10 k—scans, TCP = 6 ms, RP = 0.5s, decouping time = 20 ms,
T1 — 0.3s, T1 > 60 ms.

EPITAXY-ORDER
The regular surfaces of clay minerals have been proposed as templates for the organization of polypeptides in the origin of life (Ref. 37). Clays, like graphite, have an
interlamellar space in which molecules and ions may be imbibed and spatially ordered
(Ref. 38). These organo—clays are not only of interest in themselves, but they serve
as models for various ordered states of polymers — drawn, crystalline, and meso—phases.
Clay minerals were the original industrial catalysts and catalyst supports; one might
search amon3them for heterogeneous analogues of Ziegler—Natta and other polymerization
C NNR of solids may help.
catalysts;
The specimen we discuss here is 13C enriched (singly labeled) benzene intercalated in
an Ag' exchanged hectorite clay; the clay was uniaxially ordered by sedimentation from
an aqueous dispersion. We desire to know the orientation of the benzene molecule with
respect to the clay layers. The tool at hand is the anisotropy of the chemical shift
of the carbon—l3 atoms of the benzene molecules; the chemical shift depends on the
orientation in which the molecule is facing with respect to the magnetic field.
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An axially symmetric shift tensor is earier to use for orientation purposes than an
asymmetric shift tensor. Even when a molecule like benzene has an asymmetric 13C
shift tensor (Ref. 39), as discussed in the polyacetylene section above, rotation about an
axis within the molecule (the molecular six fold axis in the case of benzene) converts it to
an axial tensor (Ref. 12). The benzene molecule in most of its condensed phases does
rotate rapidly about its hexad axis above about 100 K (Ref. 40). The simplicity of the
axial tensor can be used for benzene; that is why it was chosen.

The axial tensor has only two principal values: the principal value
is associated
with the unique axis (for benzene, the hexad axis), and the degenerate principal value
6i.. is associated with each of any pair of mutually perpendicular axes which lie in a
plane perpendicular to the unique axis. For the benzene molecule, rapid hexad axis
rotation erases any information about the C—H bond direction from the remaining chemical
shift information; only the orientation of the hexad axis with respect to the magnetic
field remains subject to determination.
Recall that the powder anisotropy pattern for 13C in benzene (non—rotating) is almost
that of polyacetylene (Fig. la) (Ref. 39). Hexad axis rotation serves to average l and
s

o

that

J—l 2)/2; the theoretical random powder pattern then has an infinityat 5j

Tis axial powder pattern is given as
P(s) =

6W6ii

)]l/2,2

(1)

where P(cS) is the probability of the shift lying between S and + dS. If the hexad
axes of the molecules have been given some preferred orientation with respect to the
magnetic field, this pattern will not be seen, but rather some warping of it. By
putting the benzene molecules between the clay layers (which we have aligned by
sedimentation) we have put them in a jig or clamp so that we may change their hexad
axis orientations collectively as we change the orientation of the normal N of the clay
film (the director) with respect to a magnetic field B0 (with_ntvector b defining
its direction). Let y be the angle between N and B
(y=cos (N'b ))' At°every orientation
y we will have a different powder pattern. In Fig. 7a is given th experimental spectrum
for y = 0, and in Fig. 7c for ' = 900. They are clearly different and not at all like (1),
so that we really have a collection of oriented benzene molecules.
Now if all the molecules of a body are held so that congruent axes in each are parallel
to the magnetic field B , the resulting spectrum for that orientation of the body will be
a delta—function with cgemical shift for that orientation. The simplicity of the axial
tensor is that for it the converse is true; if a delta—function spectrum is observed, then
between the unique axis of the tensor (i.e., that of S1) and B0,
there is a unique angle
such that

=

cosl[(/(JI

)]l/2

(2)

Fig. 7a is not a delta—function; nevertheless, all the spectral intensity is gathered near
This means that when B is perpendicular to the clay_platelets it is also near
p*rpendicular to the hexad aes of the benzene molecules; B0 lies in the plane of the
molecules. The benzene molecules stand on edge between the clay layers!
Given this orientation of the benzene molecule, it means that the hexad axes of the molecules
lie in the plane of the clay film. For B in the plane-of the film, as for Fig. 7c this
means that all orientations of the hexad axis from zero to 2 71 with respect to B are

equally likely. The molecule has equal likelihood of presenting () to the fied as of
The result is a two dimensional powder pattern 2D'
presenting its hexad axis (6 ).

2D =

-

)]l/2/

(3)

much like that of Fig. 7c. The preferred orientation of the benzene molecule is confirmed.
Actually this two—dimensional powder pattern will be seen for any uniaxial system in which
the director (draw direction) is perpendicular to the magnetic field (Ref. 23).
The ordering of the individual clay layers with respect to the director (i.e., the film
normal) is not perfect, nor is the ordering of the molecular hexad axes with respect to the
clay layers because of turbostratic arrangements of the layers with respect to each other.
To allow for this_we define an angle 0 between th molecular hexad axis (n unit vector) and
the film normal (N unit vector), so that 0 = cos (nf), and we let 0 be distributed
according_to some law (Ref. 24). Call the distributin P0(0). Then for any angle y of the
director N with the magnetic field B , where y = cos
(N-b °), we have a powder pattern
°
(not random!)
(S) given by
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Fig. 7. Benzene interlated between the layers of an oriented specimen of Ag
C spectra at 77 K with proton decoupling and proton
exchanged hectorite.
enhancement. Experiment: (a) magnetic field B normal to clay platelets;
10 k—scans, TCP = 2 ms, RP = 0.3s; (c) B in te plane of the platelets,
20 k—scans, TCP = 2 ms, RP = 0.3s. Theoetical spectra: b,e) allowing for
imperfect alignment of crystallites in the specimen and for imperfect alignment
of benzene molecules in the interlayer space; a,d) the same, convolved with a
lorentzian line of width derived from higher temperature spectra. See text.

P(s) =

f

[2P()/v]

where A =

P0(0)

A2 dO

(4)

.2 —cos2 0 — cos2 a
sin
+ 2 cos a cos 0 cos y

a =

cos[(

a =

cos[cos

b =

cos

-

)/(
(a —

-

fll/2

yfl

[cos (a + y')]

The theoretical spectra in Fig. 7a,b,d,c, represent attempts to fit the experimental data
shown, and others, by using a roughly gaussian distribution for P(O) with FWHN of roughly
18 degrees. This will be discussed more fully elsewhere. Special cases of Eq. 4 have been
presented earlier (Ref. 24). Normalization of Eq. 4 may be checked by using P0(0) = sin 0,
which applies for uniform distribution over a sphere.
In principle, these methods based on the chemical shift tensor apply equally well to dipolar
coupling of proton pairs and to deuterium quadrupole coupling interactions. For such cases
Eq. 4 represents half the spectrum; its reflection about
represents the other half

(where = (2

+

Motional narrowing of the powder pattern of Fig. 7c has been observed (Ref. 10). It occurs
by the process of a central line growing in with loss of intensityof the two.dimensiomal
powder pattern (i.e., the shape of the 2—D powder pattern does not change). This is not the
way motional narrowing is expected to proceed for an homogeneous system (Ref. 41). This
question is taken up again in the discussion of epoxy
NMR spectra below.
PAAC 54:3 - D
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EPOXIES, MOLECULAR MOTION
The diglycidyl ether of bis—phenol—A (DGEBA) is the foundation of an industrially most
important class of structural polymers. Mechanical properties are most important here.
We seek a relationship between features of 13C NNR spectra of cured polymers and their
mechanical losses. For DGEBA cured for 16 hours at 393 K with 5% by weight piperidine
we now have an extensive set of 13C NMR spectra as functions of temperature (Ref. 42) as
well as a very complete study of mechanical loss as a function of temperature (Ref. 43, 44).
These are being coupled with new ideas on the physical on in of relaxation processes
(Ref. 45) in ongoing work (Ref. 46). Here we analyze the
NMR spectral splittings as
functions of temperature in terms of a broad distribution of correlation times (Ref. 47);
we do this more as a means of bringing to light the issues involved rather than as a means
of definitively describing the polymer. Such a description is essayed elsewhere (Ref. 42).
The DGEBA molecule (with one end reacted) is sketched in Fig. 8; 13C magic angle spinning
spectra of the cured polymer are given there as well, along with assignment of spectral
lines to functional groups. This assignment is based on assignments made in analogous
liquid molecules (Ref. 48). Comparison of these spectra with that of solid DGEBA (Ref. 42)
and of DGEBA in solution (Ref. 48) show that the line attributable to the unopened
epoxide group (the f carbon) is conspicuously absent, as we desire it to be if we are to
be concerned with afully cured resin. The main effects of lowering the temperature are
two: line i, due to the methyl carbon, broadens and loses intensity so as to almost
disappear at lower temperatures; lines c and d of the phenyl ring become doublets as the
temperature is lowered. The loss of methyl group intensity is likely due to an approach
of the methyl group rotation frequency to the proton decoupling frequency employed;
under these conditions decoupling is not efficient (Ref. 3). The coalesence of doublets,
on the other hand, represents some notional narrowing process of the phenyl rings and
thus reflects some motion of the polymer backbone; we take the rest of this section to
discuss this notional phenomenon.

Why are there doublets at low temperatures? There must be two states of different
isotropic chemical shift for both carbons c and d. The proximate chemical cause of this
is likely that bond "oxygen—carbon j" is not parallel to the phenyl two—fold axis, nor
does it lie in the mirror plane perpendicular to the plane of the ring. In short, the
two sites of carbons d are at different distances from carbon 1.
The same may be said for
the two sites of carbons c with respect to the methyl group. For unreacted crystalline
monomeric DGEBA, the X—ray structure (Ref. 49) allows crystalloraphically inequivalent
sites for carbons d (and as well for carbons c). In fact, the T3C NNR spectrum of the
crystalline solid shows five or six spectroscopically inequivalent sites for carbons d,
as discussed elsewhere (Ref. 42). Amorphous DGEBA, on the other hand, shows two lines
for carbon d at low temperatures (Ref. 42).
Given a doublet due to nuclear sites of different chemical shift: The collapse of this
doublet, as exchange between the sites becomes more rapid, is a staple of NMR lore
(Ref. 50). As the exchange frequency T1 becomes increasingly greater, the lines of the
doublet broaden, then merge into a single line, and finally the single line narrows;
merger occurs where the product (Aw) T 2 (where & is the splitting of the original
doublet in radians/s). For this simple model of exchange, in no region of exchange
frequency is the doublet present along with the narrowed singlet. For doublets which
collapse at about room temperature by unimolecular processes the range of temperatures
required for the transition from resolved doublet to unmistakable singlet is only about
twenty degrees. The data of Fig. 8, as well as additional data not shown, do not support
such a model well. First, the temperature range of the transition is almost a hundred
degrees (Fig. 8). Second, the coalescence seems to proceed by a filling in of the
doublet with a central peak; the narrowed peak at high temperatures appears to be
flanked by un—narrowed shoulders. This single correlation time model for collapse of
a doublet does not seem to apply, and other models must be considered, as is done below.
This conventional, single—correlation—time picture (Ref. 50) is based on an exponential
decay of correlation for the local field as:

K1(t) =

Kh(t)

(5)

h(t + t)>

= h2 exp (-t/T)

0
(6)

where K1(t) is the correlation function of the time t, h (the local field) is in this case
due to chemical shifts and equal to twty, and T is the mean time between exchange events.
Here y is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. The exponential decay of correlation (6),
applies to random flights of short duration which occur seldom; for these the poisson
distribution of times between flights applies, for which T is the mean and is called
the correlation time.
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Fig. 8. Epoxy polymer based on DGEBA with 5% piperidine curing agent.
spectra at various temperatures, with proton decoupling, magic angle spinning,
RP
and proton enhancement; 4000 scans; TCP =1 ms,
ls, decoupling time =
40 ms. The spectra at intermediate temperatures have been simplified to direct
attention to the collapse of the doublets in lines c and d and to the narrowing
of the methyl peak i.
Quite often this exponential correlation function does not reproduce the experimental result.
Dielectric and mechanical relaxations are not Debye—like. NMR relaxation does not follow the
picture of Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound. An empirical remedy is the introduction of a
distribution of exponential correlation functions. The correlation function them becomes
the integral K2(t):

K2(t) = h2 J P(T) exp (-t/T)dT

(7)

where P(T), the distribution of correlation times, is chosen either empirically or on the
basis of some principle. For example, one might let there be a gaussian distribution in the
enthalpy of activation Ea in the Arrhenius law
T = T

exp (E/RT),

(8)

where T, the pre—exponential factor, is an inverse attempt frequency. This distribution in
E leads to a log—normal distribution for P(T) (Ref. 47). Though one may employ a distribu—
ton of correlation times it is difficult to be sure whether there are indeed different
correlation times (perhaps physically distinct regions of different correlation times) or
whether the non—exponential correlation function K,(T) is somehow a true description of the
decay of correlation of the local field, a descriphom which pertains to every region of the
specimen.

This conundrum may be approached from the opposite point of view. Empirically it has been
found that the "Williams—Watts" function, K3(t), as

K3(t) = h2 exp —

(t/T)

(9)

fits certain dielectric response data quite well (Ref. 51). Ngai (Ref. 45) has recently
shown that the form (9) arises quite naturally from a statistical mechanical treatment of
relaxation processes, and that it is apparently a correlation function which describes
a homogeneous body. Nevertheless, K3(t) may be worked into the form (7); one can find
the corresponding distribution function P(T) (Ref. 46). In such a case what does the
distribution of correlation times mean? It is nothing more than a way of "parameterizing"
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9. For the epoxy specimen of Fig. 8: for line d, the fractional intensity
of the central singlet as a function of temperature; circles, experimental data,
dots, points of theoretical line, i. e., for the distribution of enthalpy of
activation as described in text.
the experiment, even though, in a formal sense, one can speak of a distribution of
correlation times.

For clarity of presentation, we define two conditions. The homogeneous distribution of
correlation times is that paraneterization of the true correlation function of the
homogeneous body in terms of a formal distribution function for correlation times; it
is a purely mathematical representation. The inhomopeous distribution of correlation
times is an attempt to describe molecular motions in a body that is heterogeneous in the
sense that the mean time between jumps (the correlation time T) is a function of position
of the jumping entity within the body.
Given this dichotomy between honoeneous and inhonogeneous distributions of correlation
times, is there any experimental way of deciding which description is true in a given
situation? En the homogeneous case, the NMR spin—lattice relaxation rate Ti', using the
form (7), is merely the average of the single correlation time relaxation rate over the
distribution of T. In the inhomogeneous case one expects each region to have its own
relaxation rate; but averaging may occur by spin diffusion or by molecular diffusion,
and the result may then be the same as for the homogeneous case (Ref. 47, 52). For
mechanical or dielectric relaxation one observes directly the correlation function and
there is no way of deciding its degree of "homogeneity". NNR notional narrowing processes —
and the coalescence of the doublet in these epoxies is certainly an example — offer a means
of deciding, mainly because the linewidth (in frequency units) can be brought near the
molecular notional frequency. Examples of this have been given for motional narrowing
of nuclear dipolar broadened lines, for which the inhomogeneous distribution requires
coexistence of motionally narrowed and rigid lattice lines at a given temperature
(Ref. 47, 53). The progress reported briefly here, and in more detail elsewhere (Ref. 46)
is that the collapse of a doublet due to a homogeneous distribution is qualitatively
different than that due to an inhomogeneous distribution. Unfortunately the spectral
resolution for the data of Fig. 8 is tantalizingly insufficient for an experimental test
of this inhonogeneous/honogeneous dichotomy. The effect of a homogeneous distribution
on dipolar notional narrowing is not considered here, but was touched on by others at this
symposium (Ref. 54, 55).
For a single correlation tine the coalescence process has been described. For a
homogeneous distribution of correlation times, according to (9), say, the coalescence
process resembles that for the single correlation time in that only two peaks are ever
resolved; the differences are (a) the region of temperature (i.e., of T ) over which
coalescence occurs is extended, and (b) the temperature of coalescence s not that at
which Au) T -2, but rather a temperature at which Au T << 2 (Ref. 42, 46). For an
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Fig. 10. Comparison of motional frequencies from NMR measurements with those
from mechanical loss measurements as functions of temperature for the piperidine
cured epoxy. Left side: diamonds and crosses, the ct mechanical loss peak.
mechanical loss peak. he circle and the dashed
Upper right, squares the
line through it: motion of phenyl rings from the 1 C NMR spectra. Note tjt low
C NMR
temperatures are on the right in this figure. The analysis by which the
notional frequencies were derived from the data is based on the use of a
distribution in the enthalpy of activation; for more complete analysis, see Ref. 42.

inhomogeneous distribution of correlation times (of several decades width), the coalescence
process is qualitatively different; as the temperature is raised, the central, coalesced
line appears between the lines of the doublet and grows in relative intensity at the
expense of the doublet until the doublet disppears. The central line represents those
regions for which Au i << 2 and the doublet those for which Au -t >> 2; those for which
LJ) T
2, which are in the coalescence regime in the single correlation time sense, can be
taken as a negligible fraction if the distribution is broad enough; but one must keep in
mind that one is making this approximation.
Should one expect an inhomogeneous distribution of correlation times to apply for a cured
epoxy polymer? The distribution might have its origin in some structural heterogeneity
of the polymer body: phenyl groups are present in polymer which reacted first and in that
which reacted last; they are at variable distance from points of cross—linking; the body is
amorphous, not crystalline. On this basis, phenyl rings in different parts of the body
would have spectra in different states of collapse. Let the distribution of barrier heights
be gaussian, of standard deviation GE; one needs now three parameters to fit the data; T,
The spectrum is to be calculated by adding up the subspectra calculated for
E , and
each "element" dE of the distribution (Ref. 42, 47). Use the approximation cited above;
let the distribution be broad. All the slowly exchanging pairs of sites will be
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represented

by the doublet, all the fast exchanging ones by the singlet, and that small
fraction, close to the critical frequency for exchange, by a collection of partially
collapsed spectra which we neglect. We analyze line d of Fig. 8 as sums of singlets and
doublets; we use as the experimental parameter the fractional intensity of the singlet,
f
(m for mobile); this is plotted vs temperature in Fig. 9. Theory (Ref. 47) requires
t1k5 plot to be the cumulative distribution function for the gaussian distribution of
activation enthalpies, and it is, as the fitted line shows. Unfortunately, only two of
the three parameters T, E, and GE can be deduced from this plot, and the third must

1.5 x lO s; then E
14.3 kcal/mol and 0E = 2.1 kcalln,ol for
line d where a doublet splitting of 105 Hz is found. The resulting mean correlation time
is to be compared with the mechanical loss data of Ref. 43, 44.
be assumed. Assume T

The mechanical loss peak of the same formulation of piperidine cured DGEBA as used in the
l3 iR studies has been determined as a function of temperature by use of a rheogoniometer
and time—temperature superposition (Ref. 43, 44). A broad range of peak frequencies has
been obtained by liberal use of the time—temperature superposition principle. The results
are shown in Fig. 10, where peak frequency is plotted as a function of temperature. Note
that temperature increases to the left on this plot. This was done to mimic a plot of
reciprocal temperature which NNR spectroscopists normally use, which has low temperature on
the right. On such a plot as Fig. 10, the Arrhenius law gives a curved rather than
straight line. The o. or glass transition peak is on the left; this is of no further
interest here. The
peak, expected to be related to chain motion in the cured polymer
is at the upper right. The NMR correlation frequency (inverse of the mean correlation
time) for the collapse of spectral lines d of Fig. 8 is about 2.5 orders of magnitude below
the s—loss peak, but parallel to it. The circle on the NNR T line represents the tempera—
ture at the center of the linewidth transition where f
1/2.

m

The above analysis is based on a broad inhomogeneous distribution of correlation times
arising from an assumed gaussian distribution in the enthalpy of activation with FWHN
about 30% that of the mean enthalpy of activation. As Fig. 9 shows, it adequately accounts
for the spectral shapes as mirrored in the fractional intensity of the central peak. Are
we thus to conclude that phenyl ring reorientation and mechanical loss have nothing to do
with one another (because they are so far apart in frequency, Fig. 10) and yet have the
same activation enthalpy? Perhaps, but the analysis in terms of the homogeneous
distribution of correlation times remains to be examined. Further, not all the information
available from the mechanical loss study has been used. There time—temperature superposition was assumed to reduce the data; the master curve of Hunston et al (Ref. 43, 44)
shows that this assumption fits the data remarkably well. That this is so implies a
distribution of correlation times with a temperature independent width and shape. This
is at odds with the gaussian distribution in the enthalpy of activation, as used above,
which leads to a temperature dependent width. As it turns out, the mechanical loss data
for the
relaxation can be described by the Williams—Watts function (9) with a = 0.28 ±
0.02 (Ref. 42); a heterogeneous distribution based on this form fits the f data adequately
(Ref. 42). Finally, a homogeneous distribution using the form (9) with th mechanical
loss a parameter and the theory of Ref. 46 accounts for the line shapes adequately (Ref. 42).
Moreover, it brings the jump frequencies for the phenyl ring rotation much closer to the
peak frequencies for mechanical loss (Ref. 42); such a unification is one of the goals of
this study.
Thus the hoped for test to discriminate between inhomogeneous and homogeneous distributions
of correlation times did not quite come about for this epoxy. One must search for systems
and stratagems to test these ideas further. For instance, phenyl ring doublets have been
produced in polyethylene terephthalate, and there the central peak is clearly resolved
in the temperature region of coalescence (Ref. 56). As mentioned above (EPITAXY), for
benzene adsorbed in hectorite, the two—dimensional anisotropy pattern also grows a
central spike. Heterogeneous distributions do exist, and homogeneous distributions as well.
Perhaps proton dipolar or deutron quadrupolar spectroscopies can be brought to bear on
the epoxy problem, as has been suggested (Ref. 42).
SUMMARY

Carbon—l3 NMR shows itself to be a valuable analytical tool for qualitative and
quantitative analysis of polymer functional groups. Spectra for electroactive polymers,
polymer fillers, ion exchange resins and epoxies show this. Special ordering effects
due to the solid state show up in chemisorbed molecules (polymer fillers) and
physisorbed states (benzene on clay) as well as in the epoxy systems. A molecular
probing into the dynamic properties of phenyl rings in epoxies is possible. The X—ray
structure of the DGEBA monomer must aid in calculating polymer structure and motions.
New ways of looking at molecular motions in polymers must be congidered.
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